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About the Author

As an award-winning educator, international entertainer, producer, and author,
Sarahndipity delights in crafting programs designed to inspire and enthuse.
While obtaining her M.Ed., a fire lit within her inspiring the Animals Get Funky
Series, albums, videos, blog, curriculum, and playful live events. Whether
she’s spinning fire as a Pirate in the Caribbean or dancing with Beats Antique,
Bonnie Raitt, Taj Mahal, Joe Cocker, or funky kids, Sarahndipity loves to
weave tales of delight. She and her husband also share their passion for
music and dance through the airwaves of KAFM.

FEATURED IN:

About Animals Get Funky!

Some say Giraffes Can't Dance. Now animals, and
children of all ages, can learn funky moves and sing
along with Giraffe Get Down, Alpaca Alignment, Disco
Dragon, and Hip-Hop Hippopotamus in this One Book,
One School Selection. This dance picture book
shakes and shimmies with its playful rhyming text,
humorous characters, and multi-genre album.

Based on Anne Green Gilbert’s Dance Concepts and BrainDance, this
alphabet book was first published through a successful Kickstarter campaign
and the album followed a few months later. Our Electro-Trance Elephant
Dance vocalist, Katie Gray, recently sang on The Today Show.

STREAMING ON:

Now a series, Animals Get Emotional, Color Your Emotions, and Get Coloring
Funky Animals were published on June 21st. These lyrical alphabet books
support mental, physical, and socio-emotional health by sharing ways to deal
with big feelings.

Praise

“An artistic alchemy of education and entertainment. Sarahndipity strategically
merges movement, mindfulness, and music, guiding children to create their
own sacred stage for growth and joy.” - Anam Cara Cat, author of Birdseed:
A Guide to Teaching Emotional Intelligence in the Primary and Secondary Classroom

“As a mother, I couldn’t imagine a more important or applicable life skill then
creative expression. This book gives parents a guide to helping their children
find fun, creative, and musical ways to express themselves. I wish I had this
for my daughter when she was little!” - Lisa Wimberger, author and founder of
The Neurosculpting Institute®

CONTACT AND SOCIAL DETAILS:
animalsgetfunky.com
love@animalsgetfunky.com
970-812-3218

“Sarahndipity’s delightful rhymes and Amanda’s lively illustrations will entrance
readers of all ages. This engaging alphabet book will have the whole family
moving and grooving, wiggling, and giggling. Guaranteed to promote socialemotional intelligence, body awareness, and creativity.” - Anne Green Gilbert,
educator, author, and developer of BrainDance
“Sarahndipity (is a) children's author and educator in Grand Junction who
focuses on the whole child. She puts on a delightful interactive show full of
song, dance, and silliness. Based on her book and accompanying album titled
From A-Z: Animals Get Funky, the show teaches kids about animals, health,
the alphabet, and more.” - Trevor Adams, Mesa County Library Staff

